Are you
looking for corporate
gifts? Let our Funky
Hampers Account Managers
take care of your business
gift needs.

How can
Funky Hampers
benefit your
company?
At FunkyHampers.com we welcome multiple orders for
our huge range of corporate gifts. We can accommodate
most scenarios and are happy to ship direct to you or
fulfil on behalf to clients, staff, colleagues, companies
or customers.
We can personalise gifts and even include your own
additions to our hampers, for example greetings cards
or brochures. Choose from our huge range of exclusive
gifts or let us create a gift for you. The majority of our
amazing gifts are created in house to order so if you
have a fixed budget, we can work with you to create the
ideal gift.

Luxury
Food Gifts
Our exclusive range of Luxury Food Gifts combine some
of the finest food and drink products we can find.
Packaged inside luxury hampers or gift boxes, we have
a range to suit all budgets and sizes. Alcoholic and non
alcoholic versions are available and these make great
gifts for individuals or whole offices.

Retro
Sweet Hampers
All of our Sweet Gifts are created in house and we only
use the highest quality retro sweets. We have spent
the last 15 years finding the best suppliers and you can
choose from our huge range of off the shelf products
or let us create a custom gift to suit your budget. Be it
sweets from your childhood, luxury fudge, chocolate or
jelly beans. Our range is guaranteed to bring the
memories flooding back and will be a gift which is
remembered for years to come.

Chocolate
Gifts
We have a huge range of chocolate gifts, many of which
are exclusive to us. Ranging from hand made chocolate
bouquets and trees to luxurious Belgian chocolates, we
have a gift to suit everyone. Some of our chocolate gifts
can be branded with your logo or message and all of
them are guaranteed to be of a quality which is second
to none.

Alcohol
Gifts
If you are looking for a bottle or case of wine or something a little more unusual like a whiskey bauble, we
can work with you to create the perfect gift. We have a
large range of drink gifts, so whatever your tipple, you
will find the ideal way to say thanks. Craft Beer, Gin,
Wine, Champagne and much much more.

Personalised
Gifts
Lots of our gifts can be personalised. We have retro
sweet or Belgian chocolate jars where you can fully
customise the main sticker or for large orders, we can
look at adding your logo to the box or ribbon. We can add
personalised gift tags, custom greetings cards and we
can also include anything you wish to send to us like
pens, USB catalogues, brochures and more.

Delivery
We can ship all over the UK and the EU using our range
of different carriers. We can deliver in bulk to one address by pallet or we can deliver direct on your behalf
to a range of addresses which can be supplied to us by
spreadsheet or any other method you have available.
You can order now and give us a delivery date in the
future so we can have your order fully prepared and
ready to dispatch.

Account
Manager
You will be allocated an Account Manager who will be
your dedicated point of contact for all queries from
sales to deliveries and payments. You will receive their
direct line and email address and they will always be on
hand to help you with any questions along the way.

HOW TO
ORDER
For small orders of under 10 items, it may be easier to order online
ONLINE
Visit www.funkyhampers.com 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
E-MAIL
jez@funkyhampers.com Spreadsheets for multiple orders are welcomed, templates available on request.
PHONE
0800 6123483 Monday to Friday, 9am – 5.30pm.

